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In the Land of Agog: An Allegory for the Expert 
Witness 

ABSTRACT: Taking its cue from Paul Bunyon's allegory, The Pilgrim "s Progress, and the vari- 
ous recastings of the Arthurian legend, this paper presents a not altogether mythical allegory on 
the foibles of some expert witnesses and the ineffective response of the judicial system to them. In 
its first part. the paper recounts the fictional plight of the King of Agog, mysteriously striken with 
a crippling illness, whose last reconrse for recovery seems to lie in the magic of three wizards. 
Each of these wizards. Lord Willifred Panbred. Lord Manny Quarryful, and Lady Prunella Pru- 
dence, is fashioned after the model of some experts who have ministered as witnesses in the 
judicial system. Each wizard bears his o1" her own bag of tricks, none of which give the King any 
but temporary relief from his affliction. In a second part. the paper dispenses with fiction and 
engages in a detailed, factual, case-by-case analysis of the ways in which these wizards from a 
fictional past and their stock of wizardry are paradigms for the conduct of some expert witnesses 
today. Prescriptions for a cure more permanent than the hocus-pocus the wizards offer the King 
are stated. 
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The Legend 

Once upon a time, in the mythical land of Agog, when f lummery was but  a nascent  flower, 
there reigned a King named  G uppa - N em m er  the First, called Gn I by his friends and confi- 
dants.  The Kingdom of Agog was a remarkably  serene and  beatific place, where everything 
was simplicity itself. Everyone, no mat te r  what  his rank or occupation,  unders tood the other.  
Language was a medium of communicat ion,  not a witch's  brew of doubt  and derision. Fair 
was fair and foul was foul with nary a word to the contrary.  Trust  walked the lanes of the 
land, secure in its welcome and its relevance. The polemic arts were disfavored as were wiles 
and strategems. Dissension and dispute were unknown.  In t ruth,  the natives of Agog, called 
Agogians, were living lapped by a constant  and mighty wave of contentment .  

But then came the wizards. No one, at this late date, really knows whether  the wizards 
were first on the scene or whether  they were preceded by the King's distress. It is not neces- 
sary to this recital to know the proper order of their  arrival. We do know they complemented  
each other,  such as they were. 

One brightly overcast a .m. ,  King G uppa - N em m er  awoke with a ghastly start.  Something 
he knew was amiss. The morning doves were cackling with jarr ing crow-like disharmony.  
The wind had altered its course to a vertical direction and  the trees were struggling to adjust.  
Babble was abroad  in the land. So the King put  his pillow over his head and prepared  to 
remain abed until the ferment  passed. 

But rest was not to be his refuge. As G uppa - N em mer  sought to blot out  his t ransmogrif ied 
world, he sensed a numbness  in his legs, a numbness  which prevented his walking. Unac- 
countably, from a lifetime of strength and vigor, the King had been t ransformed into a crip- 
ple, dependent  upon constant  care and the incanta t ions  of the wizards. True.  his metamor-  
phosis was nei ther  as complete nor as monstrous as tha t  which afflicted Kafka ' s  traveling 
salesman.  Gregor Samsa,  but  the King was. as a King, unaccustomed to even minor incon- 
veniences, much less a crippling blow. 

But the King, you see, was not a quit ter ,  even though he had never previously been so 
much as distressed by acid indigestion. The word, therefore,  was proclaimed far and wide 
throughout  the Kingdom of Agog tha t  King G uppa -Nemmer  would be beholden to anyone 
who could cure his malady. They came by ones and they came by twos and they came in 
droves, for no other  reason than that  they loved their King. But tile King was not relieved. 
Their  arts, their  magic, their  prayers were of no avail and the King languished abed.  And 
then came the wizards, quietly but  with unt ramnle led  conviction in their  ability to give him 
S U C C O r .  

Unobtrusive as was the wizards" crossing into the land of Agog, the King's  sentinels soon 
espied them and crowds upon crowds of the curious and  the disabled and  the King's loyal 
subjects assembled in mult i tudes in their  train.  Forward went the word that  three wise wiz- 
ards from the west were on their way. The King received the news upon awakening and 
instantly assumed a most sanguinary humor  for these wizards were acclaimed to have dem- 
onstrated the power to cure every illness from ague to pl)logosis. More, as accoutrements  of 
their  office as genuine wizards and as testimony to their  prowess, they bore titles befitt ing 
their Occupation. There were two lords and a lady among them. 

The First Wizard: Lord Willifred Panbred 

The first of tbe wizards to be brought  into the King's  sickroonl was Lord Willifred Pan- 
bred. Lord Willifred very nearly did not enter  at all for he insisted oil carrying a 4.b-m (15-ft) 
long quintain  with a paddle  affixed to its crosspiece. Aside from this cumbersome and won- 
drous quintain ,  Lord Willifred was dis t inquished by the proustite-colored gown he wore, 
from which emana ted  beams nearly too bl inding to behold. Almost as if to distract  his on- 
lookers from his rad ian t  apparel ,  the wizard held in his left hand  (his quinta in  he insisted on 
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hoisting in his right hand) a bag containing a noisy collection of the bones of animals who 
had died for want of his magical ministrations. Lord Willifred, you see, was what might be 
termed in another society, a veterinarian. His forte, for which he held plaudits aplenty, was 
the curing of lameness in animals. 

At first the King was skeptical. Would a measure good for animals have sufficient thau- 
maturgic quality to cure his lameness? Lord Willifred Panbred was a most persuasive wiz- 
ard. however, who would brook no doubts. What is good for animals is good for humans, he 
r~epeated with such gusto and bravado that the King, out of the slough of his desperation, 
agreed to be put to the test. 

The procedure was a simple one, so promised Lord Willifred. All the King need do was to 
submit to being bladed. Blading, well-known among wizards, involved bending the subject 
over the carcass of a beast slain in a hunt, and the subject's being smacked five sharp blows 
on the natch with the flat side of a wooden paddle. 

The King, seeing no harm in this, agreed to the cure, if such it was to be. A hunt was 
organized for the first light of the very next morning in the King's forest. In the land of Agog, 
hunting, it needs to be told. was, by edict, only a forenoon sport. In due course, a feral beast 
was trapped and slain. Whereupon the King's stretcher bearers conveyed him to the scene, 
laid him over the beast and the King, with eyes chastely averted, was promptly given five 
vigorous smacks across his natch with Lord Willifred's paddle. 

But nothing happened, save for a howl of pain from the sorely bruised King. 
As the King's pain from the paddling diminished, and the failure of the cure became 

certain, the King's anger quickened. Lord Willifred was taken captive and was unceremoni- 
ously sent from thither riding on the crest of his outstretched quintain. 

The Second Wizard; Lord Manny Quarryful 

Undismayed by the ignominy of Lord Willifred Panbred, the King summoned the second 
wizard. Lord Manny Quarryful made a most dignified and impressive entry. He come with a 
shock of curly white hair and a beard to match. From his incanous face, two eyes pierced the 
gloom of the King's sickroom as much as to say that there was no wisdom in the land beyond 
his lined forehead. Lord Manny spoke in a language of well-schooled refinement, liberally 
interspersed with Latinate words and phrases. Bonus, bona, bonum punctuated all of his 
comments, at least those in which hic, haec, hoc did not make an appearance. The impres- 
sion was one of awesome erudition. To complete this tableau of august wizardry, Lord 
Manny sported, if such a word of plebian import can be tolerated, a pointed hat upon which 
were painted a number of triangles with staring eyes which seemed about to blink. 

Lord Manny found instant favor with the King, especially when he explained that the 
King's disability was caused, not by a flaw in the King's physiology, but by an exterior force, 
known as the Questing Beast. The remedy for the King's lameness lay only in snaring the 
Questing Beast, a task made more difficult, it appeared, by the protection afforded the 
Questing Beast by Galapas, a giant of unfathomable magnitude. The King, at first optimis- 
tic, despaired upon hearing of Galapas. 

But, undaunted, Lord Manny had all the answers. He presented the King with a nacarat 
as an amulet to ward off the powers of Galapas. He responded to the King's "but had this 
ever been done before?" with a brusque "there's always a first time" and, more tellingly, 
"precedent's only fodder for the law." To the King's "but is it possible?," Lord Manny 
riposted with the firmness of one disciplining a child, "anything is possible to a wizard." The 
King was captivated, one might ahnost say, taken in. 

And so the hunt for the Questing Beast began. And King Guppa-Nemmer's stalwarts 
sallied forth bespeckled with rosy optimism and glowing enthusiasm. But as the weeks be- 
came months and the months turned into years with neither sight nor sound of the Questing 
Beast, the King became, at first, disconsolate, then irate. At long last Lord Manny was 
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relieved of his luxurious appointments in the King's palace and peremptorily dismissed from 
the land of Agog. Lord Quarryful, when last seen, was trussed hand and foot and, looking 
most sorrowful, was being dragged along at the end of a nacarat towards the border of Agog. 

The Third Wizard: Lady Prunella Prudence 

The appearance of the third of the wizards was more than a change of pace. Lady Prunella 
Prudence, who had been named by her parents after the plant with almost miraculous heal- 
ing properties, lacked much of the ostentatious, overbearing panache of Lords Willifred and 
Manny. But, of necessity, she came attired in the raiment of a wizard--in her case, a full- 
length gown with five tippets and festooned with embroidery of cabalistic designs. Then too, 
she did have in hand a magic wand carved of lignum vitae. But she did not flaunt an arro- 
gance, a haughty facade of pomp and pretense. She was different. Anyone could see that. 

Lady Prunella's stock-in-trade was carried not in her bearing or in an imperious manner 
but in a portfolio under her arm. To the surprise of King Guppa-Nemmer she deposited this 
portfolio at the foot of his bed and withdrew from it any number of pages of foolscap. In a 
polite but authoritative way and without so much as a by-your-leave, she passed these mate- 
rials to the King for his inspection. 

It became apparent that the King had in hand a dossier of scholarly articles authored by 
Lady Prunella which had been published in all the most renowned journals of wizardry. 
"Prudence on Mandrake Soup as a Poultice for Red Rimming" was the impressive and tren- 
chant title of the first of these papers. Needless to say the article, which was three printed 
pages in length had been coauthored by four other wizards, of similar scholarly attainments 
to Lady Prunella. The King, being well on in years by this date, was particularly attracted to 
one article which he was seen to hide under his pillow for later reading. At that moment, 
Lady Prunella had been momentarily distracted. This secreted paper was suggestively titled 
"Prudence on Preparing the Morwong as an Aphrodisiac for Septuagenarians." 

King Guppa-Nemmer. regardless of any reservations he might have had, had no alterna- 
tive but to hear out Lady Prune~,~a. "What seems to be the trouble?" said the wizard to the 
King. "I have this total and unceasing numbness in my legs," said the King. "Ah." signed 
the wizard, signifying volumes of comprehension that only a wizard could possess. "I have 
just the remedy for that numbness,'" she announced to the King's immediate relief. "but you 
must abide by my prescription to the letter." she insisted, "otherwise I will not be answerable 
for the consequences." Upon the King's acquiescence, she rifled among the papers of her 
dossier and, having found the one that suited her. emitted another loud "Ah,'" this time 
signalling how pleased she was with herself. 

Lady Prunella's panacea was too complex, too tedious, and too exacting to be explainable 
in detail here, but, in short compass, it involved a concoction of equal parts of the roots and 
flowering parts of the thapsia plant mixed with a two-to-one proportion of cider and 
metheglin to be drunk only in a well-chilled pewter mug. Lady Prunella called this remedy 
her "thanathapsia nectar," since, as she put it. it kept the devil from death's door. The King 
was to drink this brew a mouthful at a time once each day in the a.m. until it was exhausted. 

The King sprang to the task with more alacrity than might be expected of a cripple. A 
royal command was issued for the necessary ingredients; a pewter mug was newly minted; 
and a suitable vessel was obtained for the mixing. The King waited and watched the proceed- 
ings in eager anticipation. 

With his first gulp of the magic brew, the King felt instant surcease from the numbness in 
his legs. As the days advanced, his draughts became sweeter for the numbness was not only 
relieved but evaporated entirely. Wonder upon wonder, Lady Prunella's wizardry had suc- 
ceeded. Or had it? 

The King had been cured of the numbeness that had engulfed his limbs. But he still could 
not walk. His lame and numb legs were no longer numb. but they were still lame. A much 
harried King Guppa-Nemmer summoned Lady Prunella to his chambers. 
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But, said Lady Prunella Prudence. upon entertaining the King's lament, "you only asked 
me to cure the numbness in your legs. And have I not done so? . . . .  Of course," moaned the 
King, in a rising fury, "but  could you not also have returned to me the power to walk?" 
"Indeed I could," the wizard answered almost cheerily. "Then,  why, in the name of all that 
is wizardry, did you not do so," said the King in exasperation. "Because ,"  said Lady Pru- 
dence almost nonchalantly, "you never asked for that relief." 

With that, the King's vexation knew no bounds. Lady Prunella Prudence was banished 
from the land of Agog. When last seen she was being escorted along a laneway of the King- 
dom with quill in hand shedding page upon page of crumpled foolscap all commencing 
"Prudence on the Infecundity of Importunate Prudence Towards the Disadvantaged." 

L"Envoi" 

It is not known whether King Guppa-Nemmer  ever recovered the use of his legs, but it is 
understood that wizardry is in decline in the land of Agog. The people of Agog. when asked 
to explain this phenomenon, have been heard to murmur  "there is more to being Agog than 
wizardry." 

Sir Will|fred Panbred and the Shoemaker's Last 

The expert witness who is all too lickerish to pontificate on any and all subjects with confi- 
dence and certainty in his ability and his opinions has forgotten the maxim of Pliny the 
Elder. Ne supra crepidam sutorjudicaret is its phrasing in the Latin text. [1]. As loosely 
translated, it is an exhortation that the shoemaker should stick to his last. According to 
Wittgenstein [2] in a variation on the same theme. "whereof one cannot speak, thereof one 
must be silent." 

ExpeHemial Qualifications 

As applied to the expert witness, this maxim addresses the need for the expert to be quali- 
fied in two respects. The first is the obvious prerequisite of "experiential qualifications" [3] 
by which only those experts "sufficiently experienced for the matter in hand" [4] may testify. 
An expert should give his opinion only within the limits of his own field of established exper- 
tise. Apart from other more compelling reasons of professional conscience for this com- 
mand, the expert who ventures beyond his own pale chances being hoisted, at least during 
cross-examination, by the inadequacies of his background for the opinion he has expressed. 
Every expert should be mindful, with President Calvin Coolidge, that "I  have noticed that 
nothing I never said ever did me any harm" [5]. 

Of course, the scope of each expert 's field of expertise is not neatly packaged and readily 
on display. Some cases are easy. A person who was a member of a city's fire department  for 
20 years cannot, without more. qualify as an expert in arson detection [6J. Others are not so 
easy. May an expert in hair analysis and comparisons testify to match a fragment of finger- 
nail to its author? A Michigan trial court found no obstacle in the way of such testimony, 
although on review the trial court was reversed, on other grounds [7]. In one sense the Michi- 
gan trial court was correct for hair comparisons generally are accomplished microscopically. 
So too is fingernail matching. But there the resemblance ceases, for the structure of hairs is 
not the structure of fingernails. A skilled microscopist as to one is not. a fortiorari, a skilled 
microscopist as to the other. 

Other situations are even more problematic. Should a forensic odontologist be permitted 
to express an opinion identifying the origin of a fingernail scratch mark on human skin? A 
Pennsylvania appellate court gave the nod to such testimony [81, but one wonders. Admit- 
tedly, odontologists have developed techniques for the identification of the teeth that im- 
planted a bitemark in human skin. Are those techniques transferable without modification 
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to fingernail scratch marks? But more to the point, does a knowledge of the structure and 
function of teeth equate with such learning as to fingernails? 

Certainly scientific fields are not discrete, tight little islands unto themselves. The patholo- 
gist, along the way in conducting necropsies, is infused with more than a smidgen of insight 
about firearms identification. The odontologist becomes even more than an amateur micros- 
copist in the course of his duties. The crossover among the various scientific disciplines, 
however, often provides only an aura, a fragment of experiential qualifications in a cognate, 
but separate, f ie ld- -a  fragment insufficient to appear in court and to expatiate on one's 
opinions in that other discipline. 

The courts have constantly been confronted with the challenge to keep the expert 's opin- 
ion within the confines of his own field of endeavor. Defining that field of endeavor has often 
been the sticking place in a court 's quest in a particular case. The decisions are illustrative 
and bountiful, but not nearly reconcilable according to any litmus paper test. 

A pathologist for the defense in the trial of Jean Harris for the murder of Scarsdale diet 
doctor Tarnower was permitted to suggest that Harris'  supply of ammunition was filled with 
"duds"  since "ladies often keep ammunition for years" [9]. A "qualified ballistics expert" 
was allowed to speculate that a red mark on the accused's shoulder "could have been caused 
by the recoil of firing" a shotgun [10]. But one "qualifying as a practical ballistician" (sic) 
was not allowed, without proof of his psychological training, to state that there is "an  invol- 
untary firing react ion-- that  a person firing a weapon tends to keep on firing (even after 
ammunition is exhausted)" Ill]. But, in that same case, the trial judge indicated a willing- 
ness to hear from a medical examiner whether " the delivery of a bullet to the victim's fore- 
head front the front could have spun hint around so that he could receive the fatal bullet 
front the rear" [12]. 

If a grieving grandmother  can be permitted to identify a mass of bones as belonging to her 
two missing grandchildren without any indications of her having special training in physical 
anthropology [13], then eyebrows should not be raised when a toxicologist, lacking the same 
special learning, determines the height of the deceased crime victim and states that the skel- 
etonized remains are those of a young person I14]. 

More recently, in a Texas case, an "opthamologist"  (sic) was heard, without judicial com- 
plaint, to say that a wound was consistent with having been caused by a .223 bullet and that 
its trajectory followed an upward path intplying it was fired front a prone position [15]. But a 
pathologist "with intpressive credentials" who stated that injuries inflicted on the children of 
single mothers are "most  likely" to be caused by live-in or baby-sitting boyfriends was criti- 
cized by a Washington state appellate court which reversed a murder conviction for that 
unsubstantiated and "highly prejudicial" testimony [16]. 

An Oklahoma appeals court was more kindly disposed toward a medical examiner 's  book 
learning which, he maintained, enabled hint to give his opinion that "marks  in the mud 
around the body could have been made by a person with an artificial l imb," such as that 
worn by the accused [17]. Tile doctor's study of the subject was said to suffice to qualify hint 
to state his opinion on the characteristics of imprints left in mud by prosthetic devices. 

The list of such instances of real and intagined excesses in the testimony of persons expert 
in one field but. ostensibly, not in another could be catalogued mercilessly and nearly end- 
lessly. The Kirschke case [18] is a convenient, if not a fitting, summing up on this matter for 
it is a particularly alarming and indisputable example of an expert witness' kicking over the 
traces in the courtroom. 

Jack Kirschke, a deputy District Attorney in Los Angeles, CA, had visions of grandeur, if 
a judicial appointment can be so described. But Kierschke's wife, so he though, was an 
obstacle in his path. Her notorious philandering would not commend hint for a judgeship. 
What to do? Kirschke caught his wife and her paramour inflagrante delicto in a bed at the 
Kireschke's home. Kireschke then killed them both with a .38 caliber revolver he had kept at 
bedside, after having it released to him after he had prosecuted a person who used it in a 
crime. 
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Kirschke was tried and convicted on two counts of murder  in the first degree. His defense 
was that most abused defense, an alibi. Pitted against Kirschke's alibi was the testimony of 
the state's expert, De Wayne Wolfer. a criminalist with the Los Angeles Police Department .  
Wolfer first qualified as a ballistics expert and testified that the bullets taken from the vic- 
tims had been fired front Kirschke's .38 caliber revolver "and no other in the world" [19]. 
Wolfer used photomicrographs to illustrate the points of identification between the evidence 
and test bullets. So far the progress of the case was humdrum and unexceptional. 

But then "a  sideshow developed at trial" [19]. The male victim's body was shown to have 
been found face down on the floor beside the bed with postmortem lividity fixed in the wrong 
location, on the victim's back. Apparently someone or somehow the male victim had rolled 
off the bed some time after his death. 

Further, neighbors testified to having heard loud noises in the Kirschke home in the early 
morning hours on the day of the killings, which would have been some time after the victims 
were said to have died. These puzzling facts the prosecution sought to explain by recalling 
Wolfer to the witness stand. Wolfer was qualified as an expert in acoustics (the appellate 
court opinion gave no particulars of his credentials in acoustics) and in anatomy, based on 
an undergraduate college course in which he is said to have "dissected a cadaver from top to 
bot tom" [19[. 

After these preliminaries were concluded, Wolfer was allowed to theorize that the actual 
killings could have been accomplished while the revolver was "silenced with a towel or a lawn 
mower muffler" 119]. Then the noise reported by the neighbors some hours later needed 
explication. Wolfer was up to the task. 

The noise must have been that of the male victim's falling out of the bed onto the floor. 
But what might have brought about that reaction? "Wolfer  expressed his opinion that a shift 
of body fluids after death could have so altered the center of gravity of the lady as to cause it 
to roll from the bed" 119]. 

To support this absolutely insupportable flummery, the round murder  bed was put on 
display in the courtroom in the presence of the jury. Not yet finished with the circus atmo- 
sphere, a reenactment of the crime, according to the gospel of Wolfer, was conducted. Two 
police officers, a male and a female, played the roles of the victims while the path of the 
murder bullets was traced. The male officer, apparently without first waiting a sufficient 
time for postmortem lividity to become fixed, rolled off the bed and landed "face downward 
beside it" [19]. 

After his convictions, Kirschke made a number of startling discoveries concerning Wolf- 
er's testimony. Wolfer's photomicrographs of the bullets which purported to show that they 
were fired front the same gun, did not do so. Wolfer, when asked to explain this discrepancy, 
contended that the mistake was an accident resulting front the bullets having been moved 
while he was momentarily interrupted in his work [20]. A reviewing court termed this error 
"not  deliberate" [20]. But Wolfer's statements on his qualifications in acoustics and anat- 
omy bordered on "perjury" and were "given with a reckless disregard for the t ru th"  [21]. 
None of these matters were deemed sufficient by the California appeals court to necessitate a 
retrial for Jack Kirschke. 

Methodological Quicksands 

Even the ablest expert witness will falter in the absence of a tried technique grounded in a 
proven principle. The legal standards of acceptability are not those of science and they may 
be more demanding than those of the expert 's discipline itself. Conclusions drawn from the 
polygraph test, hypnosis sessions, a potpourri of newly struck syndromes front the rape 
trauma syndrome to the battered wife syndrome and, latterly, the psychology of eyewitness 
identifications all bear witness to the fact that the law has a finely calibrated weather eye out 
for the fair and the foul among newfound principles and novel applications of accepted ones. 
Most regularly, the issue before the courts is whether to accept or to reject the findings of a 
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principle or a technique which has not previously found judicial favor. The voice spectro- 
graph and an electrophoretic determination of the types of genetic markers in blood are 
either-or propositions in the juridical order. Either they are accepted or they are not - -en  
toto. And once admitted they are accepted for all purposes and all applications so long as no 
substantial alterations in their structure or operations are forthcoming. 

But other methods are of a different cast. To say that Super Glue '  is effective in the repair 
of domestic crockery is not a testimonial to its ability to reveal latent fingerprints. That the 
laser can revolutionize the practice of surgery is not to affirm that it can detect fingerprints 
on skin [22]. 

Take neutron activation analysis as another example. Neutron activation analysis, at least 
until the advent of the less costly and more expeditions atomic absorption spectrometry (usu- 
ally of the flameless type) was a well-accepted method of determining the existence of primer 
residues in firearms cases [23]. It had even been expanded to the elemental analysis of hair 
fragments [24]. But when it was applied to the analysis of blood, one court called a halt. 

In State v. Stout [25], the Missouri Supreme Court held that the so-called Leddicotte 
technique for the analysis of blood by neutron activation analysis did not meet the standards 
of Fo'e v. United States [20]. Even though the results of neutron activation testing of hair 
had previously been approved by that court 127] it perceived that the analysis of blood using 
neutron activation analysis presented "a  unique challenge" because of " the large amounts of 
sodium and chlorine in blood." The problems inherent in the presence of sodium and chlo- 
rine had not been obviated by the Leddicotte technique, according to the Missouri court, 
and thus the application of neutron activation analysis to blood analysis was deemed legally 
unacceptable. 

Anodic stripping voltammetry (ASV) is another illustration of a technique of proven value 
in one field which has been expanded to other uses quite possibly before the time was propi- 
tious to do so. Two decisions 128] from two different appellate courts in Missouri in 1983 
focus on this problem. 

Both involved charges of homicide in the use of a firearln. Both witnessed a state's crime 
laboratory's testing swabs from the hands of the acct, sed and others to determine the pres- 
ence and the quantum of primer residues on them. And both involved laboratory conclusions 
drawn from analysis by ASV which were highly incriminating to the defendents. Both saw 
ASV challenged on the appeals from the convictions as not based on a "scientific principle 
generally accepted as reliable" 1281. Neither witnessed the presentation at the trial of direct 
testimony from experts for the defense critical of the application of ASV to primer residue 
determinations. Neither saw the appellate challenge to ASV succeed since the settled use of 
ASV in environmental industries in ascertaining the level of pollutants in air and water justi- 
fied its acceptance in primer residue analysis. 

Prima facie, the conclusions dra~ n by these two Missouri appellate courts, no further 
elaboration having been offered by them, constitute egregious non sequiturs. Blading. one is 
forced to remind Lord Willifred, which is effective for curing lameness in animals is not 
logically the cure for the same condition among humans. 

That therc is a reasonably large literature attesting to the value of ASV in environmental 
uses is indisputable 1291. That the literature commending its use in primer residue decision- 
making is increasing, maiuly through the writings of two of its most confident exponents, is 
accepted 1301. But ASV, as it is presently used, has ouc still more intractable drawback. It 
cannot detect the presence of barium, an element put into primer compounds as an oxidiz- 
ing agent. 

The major constituents of primer compounds, which have forensic science significance. 
are lead, antimony, and barium 131]. The hauds of a person who discharges a weapon, at 
least one using centerfire ammunition,  are likely to show evidence of concentrations of lead. 
antimony, and barium as well as copper, which is the major component of cartridge cases 
and appears in the jackets of coated bullets as well. But lead and copper, particularly lead, 
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are so ubiquitous in ordinary, nonfirearm settings that to find lead and copper on a person's 
hands is of little or no importance as more than a mere presumptive indication that that 
person discharged (as opposed to handled, and so forth) a weapon. 

The two elements then that are genuine markers of primer residues are barium and anti- 
mony. But, as said previously, ASV is disabled from detecting barium. Consequently, the 
linchpin upon which ASV's legal acceptability must rest is whether the scientific community 
generally will rely upon a finding of antimony alone to justify a laboratory report that a 
person has fired a weapon. 

The answer is, most resoundingly and emphatically, in the negative [32]. Consequently, 
for these two Missouri appellate courts to find that ASV's general acceptance among scien- 
tists warrants the admissibility of its primer residue test results is more than a logical fallacy. 
It is a rejection of the Missouri Supreme Court 's soundly based opinion in State v. Stout 
[25], a failure to recognize the state of the art among scientists conducting primer residue 
testing and an opening wedge for even more absurd daredeviltry by expert witnesses. 

Observe, in the latter connection, that the expert in State v. Willhm~s [28] not only said 
that his tests were consistent with Williams having discharged a weapon, but that they were 
consistent with his having fired a ",45 caliber weapon."  Now that is an opinion which would 
find favor only among ASV's most die-hard true believers. To pinpoint the caliber of the 
weapon from levels of antimony, lead, and copper on a person's hands requires a tinker-toy 
analysis of many variables. It does not suffice to assert that larger caliber bullets leave more 
primer residues. Whether the weapon is a revolver or a pistol is also important. Whether  the 
shooting occurs indoors or out is relevant. The condition and the age of the weapon and how 
it is held are also factors that make caliber determinations, certainly in the absence of bar- 
ium, tricky business of the most Hohfeldian sort. The goose does not hang high in the pres- 
ence of scientific propositions of the most unscientific, even d6gag6, variety. 

What's To Do? 

First, the quick fix! Presumptively, expert witnesses know their own experiential qualifi- 
cations and can. therefore, simply avoid the siren call to exceed them. Professor Keith Simp- 
son, esteemed pathologist 133]. has reported that he was once asked whether "the flow of the 
tide comes very heavily at this point ."  He replied, "I have 11o knowledge of that ,"  which is an 
answer that might, quite irrationally, perturb other expert witnesses who operate on the 
premise that once an expert witness on one matter, always an expert witness on all matters. 
For the faint of heart, it is suggested that what was good enough for Mrs. Sparsit should 
certainly be apt for the expert witness. 

As Dickens tells us. Mrs. Spat'sit declared, "I do not pretend to understand these things 
. . .  my lot having been signally cast in a widely different sphere" [34]. Ignorance, where 
knowledge is not reasonably expected, is no cause to blush nor to balk at its admission. 

But the more ineffable case is that of the expert witness who is rooted in the unshakeable 
conviction that either he is qualified to state an opinion or that any uncertainty in that regard 
can merely be screened out by couching his opinion in words of equivocation, such as ap- 
peared, or seemed, or consistent with. Such words are to the expert witness what the un- 
baited hook is to the f i sherman-- tha t  which portends no contest. 

In such a situation it is to the court to which we must look for direction. Yet, in most 
instances, the court is not equal to the task, either because it lacks the necessary knowledge 
or the incentive to intervene. More exacting and more widely promulgated standards for 
qualifying expert witnesses must be drafted. A clash of experts must be seen to be the norm 
rather than the exception. What courts will not do for themselves, the testimony of experts at 
loggerheads must remedy. And finally, the old, the shopworn, the moldering shibboleth of 
the court appointed expert acting as an impartial arbiter must once more be given serious 
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consideration. What  experts will not do to discipline themselves, other experts must be 
called to do for them. 

Lord Manny Quarryful and the Quest for the N-Rays 

Expert witnesses sometimes are so expert that they could even square a circle, resolve 
Bishop Berkeleys's philosophical puzzle, find the elusive N-rays or perform other prodi- 
giously impossible tasks utilizing the results of their irreprodueible research. Scientists, like 
anyone else, can be bilked into believing the impossible is attainable. The N-rays fiasco that 
occurred in turn-of-the-century France [35] was a particularly horrid example of deceit by 
and upon scientists. 

In experimenting with the newly discovered X-rays, the acclaimed French physicist Rene 
BIondlot proclaimed his discovery of a new light wave which he termed the N-ray after the 
University of Nancy where he worked. Shortly. other qualified scientists claimed to have 
observed the same phenomenon under a variety of disparate circumstances. Some 300 pa- 
pers by 100 scientists and medical doctors were published analyzing these new rays. Blondlot 
was chosen by the French Academy of Sciences over Nobel prize winner Pierre Curie for the 
highly valued Lecomte prize. 

But "N-rays do not exist" [36]. The scandal, once unmasked, became a nightmare of 
charge and countercharge within the French scientific community. Some dismissed the 
whole thing as a pathological aberration of limited consequence. Others saw it as sympto- 
matic of scientists' self-delusion when their observations lead them "to see what they expect 
to see" [36]. This human factor was thought by some to be an ineradicable mark on the 
scientific process. 

Expert witnesses, too, have done more than dream the impossible dream. They have also 
been revealed in the bright light of their own N-rays. And the foibles of human observers may 
be responsible for the appearance of this aberration in expert witnesses as it is in other 
spheres. Indeed, the judicial machinery may bear its share of the blame for this state of 
affairs. 

Bullet Wounds and Bullet Caliber 

All too often expert witnesses are asked to state the size of an unrecovered bullet that has 
left a penetrating hole in skin, bone, or fabric. The literature indicates a constant admoni- 
tion to experts to exhibit a fixed aversion to overtures to testify to the caliber of the bullet 
which caused a puncture in skin, bone, or fabric. One pathologist has defined the "at tempt  
to predict the caliber of the bullet from the size of the entrance wound" as the seventh among 
many pitfalls for forensic pathologists [37]. 

That a bullet caliber determination under these circumstances is "risky" business [38] is 
amply supported. The elastic nature of skin and fabric make such decisions rife with the 
probability of error [39]. But not only the elasticity and the resilience of skin tissue or a 
garment are cause for caution. It may also happen that the bullet upon striking the subject is 
deformed or is tumbling erratically after having ricocheted off another object [40]. The hole 
size, in that event, will be a false barometer of the caliber of the bullet. 

Even in the case of bone penetrated by a bullet, one chances error in estimating the bullet 
size from the diameter of the entrance hole. If a contact wound were the precipitating cause 
of the injury or death, the entrance wound, and the bone. certainly in the case of a head 
wound, would be larger than normal as a result of the location's taking "the entire blast of 
expanding gas" [411. 

Confronted with these uncertainties and imponderables, expert witnesses have been cau- 
tioned that not even "'valid estimates" of the "exact  bullet calibers" can be made "solely 
from the dimensions of the entrance skin defects" [42]. But the practice in the testimony of 
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expert witnesses in the courts has been too often to disregard this sound advice [43]. And the 
courts have consistently accepted such evidence [44]. "Opinion evidence may be admissible 
as to what caliber of bullet . . .  inflicted the wound or wounds in question," says one re- 
spected legal encyclopedia [44]. 

In spite of judicial approval of such testimony, some experts have exercised a self-imposed 
caution. Rather than declaring the exact bullet caliber from the measurements of the hole it 
produces, the bullet is said to be a "small  caliber one"  [45] or one larger than a stated caliber 
[46]. Other experts have had recourse to that traducious obscurity, the phrase "consistent 
with," in the apparent expectation that such language is but innocuous mugwumping [47]. 

In one case [48], the common misapprehension in the presence of "consistent with" be- 
came rankly evident in a dissenting judge's  opinion. A pathologist was reported by the ma- 
jority opinion of the Texas appellate court to have testified that "one-half inch diameter 
measurements of five of the wounds (to the deceased Greer) would be consistent with those 
made by a .45 caliber bullet" and that the other wound measuring one-quarter of an inch 
was "consistent with being made by a .32 caliber" [48]. The dissenting judge, however, said 
the pathologist's testimony had identified the wounds as caused by ".32 and .45 caliber bul- 
lets" [48]. Maybe not, but that is the way "consistent with" is often misunderstood by the 
nonlinguistic experts who sit on juries or who render appellate court opinions. 

Sinister Connotations 

The pressures upon the expert to give the prosecutor or the defense attorney what they 
want for an expert opinion is sometimes overpowering, even when to do so will convey the 
misleading notion that the impossible is, in fact, possible. The jury. and often the judge as 
well. will not know the difference because the presence and the jargon of the scientist have a 
spellbinding tendency to overawe the laity. Quite conceivably something on this order ex- 
plains the "weapons expert 's "storybook testimony in State v. Aubert  [49]. 

Jean Aubert, the shooting victim's wife. was right-handed, but when she entered a neigh- 
bor's home on New Year's Eve 1978, she was carrying a .38 caliber revolver in her left hand. 
Her husband. Armand, had earlier gone to this house to join in the New Year's Eve festivi- 
ties. Jean went up to her husband, pointed the gun at him and asked "Do you want it now?" 
Mr. Aubert instantly grabbed his wife by the hair and the gun by the barrel. In the struggle 
between them, a bullet was discharged from the gun striking Armand in the face. 

On a trial in a New Hampshire state court for at tempted murder in the first degree, Jean 
Aubert was convicted over her claim that the .38 had discharged accidentally. On appeal to 
the New Hampshire Supreme Court in 1980 the conviction was reversed [49]. The trial court 
had refused to charge the jury to return a verdict of not quilty if they decided the shooting 
was accidental. 

Apparently. the trial court was of the opinion that the facts did not sufficiently support an 
accidental shooting instruction. The New Hampshire high court disagreed noting that a 
"weapons expert" had testified that a right-handed person who intends to fire a gun will 
carry it in his right hand. This evidence, together with other proof for the defendant, sufficed 
to warrant the jury's concluding that Jean Aubert did not intend to kill her husband when 
she pointed the revolver at him with her left hand and inquired "Do you want it now?" 

The first, spontaneous reaction to this opinion is to take refuge in a clerihew, which might 
be fornmlated as follows: 

The New Hampshire high court 
Found firearms not its forte. 
So to a weapons expert it turned 
Who. for better or worse, it should have spurned. 
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Other  jurisdictions,  without the benefit  of sinfilar expert testimony, have concluded tha t  
an intent  to kill can be reasonably inferred from a close-range shooting to the head of the 
victim [50]. The heavy reliance placed by the New Hampshi re  Supreme Court  on the weap- 
on 's  expert 's  novel test imony so perplexed this au thor  tha t  a copy of the t ranscr ipt  of the 
expert ' s  testimony was secured and reviewed. 

The expert, the t ranscr ip t  reveals, was a retired 23-year veteran of the F.B.I.  who was 
knowledgeable in general criminal investigations. Aside from his "having  been t ra ined in the 
use of f i rearms" [51], no qualifications were stated to support  his ability to testify as a fire- 
arms expert. The per t inent  testimony appeared in the following exchange on his direct ex- 
aminat ion by the defense attorney 151]. 

Q . . . .  What is the significance to you of the fact that a woman who was right-handed had that 
pistol in her left hand upon entering into that residence? 

A. Well. it would appear to mc that she did not intend to fire the weapon. 1 would draw the 
conclusion that she wanted to show the weapon. 

On cross-examination 152], this weapons'  expert stuck to his guns. 

Q. Have you ever been involved in a situation in which a firearm was used where a right-handed 
person fired a gun with the left hand? 
A. No. 
Q. Never? 
A. No . . . .  I have never seen anyone use the opposite hand in a normal situation. 

The expert made  no reference to any literature, scientific or otherwise, to bolster his opin- 
iota. Well he might  have done so, however, since the  question of whether  a person will neces- 
sarily fire a weapon in his " s t rong"  hand  has been a recurring theme in de termining  whether 
a gunshot  wound to the head is suicidal or not. It has been suggested that  the left to right 
bullet  wound in Adolph Hitler 's head was not self-inflicted since Halter was known to be 
r ight -handed [53]. 

On the contrary,  Petty 1.54] classifies the r igh t -hander  axiomatically commit t ing suicide 
"with the muzzle in contact  with or close to the r ight  temple"  as a common misconception.  
" M a n y  individuals are not famil iar  with f i rearms"  [.55]. For such persons, a class of which 
Mrs. Aubert  might  have been a member ,  there is no "expected,  normal  or proper  fashion" 
153]. Fatteh [56], however, disagrees. His study of 844 suicides p rompted  him to conclude 
tha t  the right temple is the favorite point of firing for r ight -handed suicides whereas the left 
temple was the choice of lef t-handed suicides. 

It appears  that ,  at least as to suicides, the mat te r  is in doubt.  But Mrs. Aubert  was not 
charged with suicide, nor was the defense's expert  seen to have a por tmanteau  filled with 
data  or experience on the question. Experts who are untutored neophytes do seem to find the 
impossible more penetrable  than  do experts who are seasoned veterans. But even old hands  
need be on their  guard  against  the excesses to which their  discipline may be heir. 

The Pink Teeth Phenomenon 

That  forensic odontologists have a responsible and  impor tan t  role in the prosecution of 
criminal matters  cannot  be gainsaid.  Tha t  their  par t ic ipat ion is of inest imable value in rape 
cases involving what  appear  to be bite marks  on the victims [57] is well-established. And the 
courts have been quick to support  this relatively new scientific discipline. But odontologists 
have been called to the mat  on other  cases tha t  are not exclusively of dental  cognizance. One 
of such si tuations pertains  to proving the cause of death where the deceased is discovered 
with teeth bearing a distinct pinkish hue. 

At least since the discovery, in 1953, tha t  Mrs. Beryl Evans, one of the eight victims in the 
Christie murders  [58], was found upon exhumat ion  to have noticeably pink teeth,  there has 
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been occasional scientific scurrying to pinpoint the cause of this phenomenon. Camps [59] 
speculated that the root cause of the pinkish coloration of the teeth was hemoglobin or a 
heme derivative in the dentinal tubules. Since it was known that Mrs. Evans had been stran- 
gled, Camps postulated that strangulation might force hemoglobin into the teeth "by rup- 
ture of the vessels of the dental pulp during a period of raised intracapillary pressure from 
the venous obstruction" [60]. 

Later studies [61] have suggested that pinkness in postmortem teeth is a natural postmor- 
tem phenomenon [61]. Beeley and Harvey [62] found a multitude of potential causative fac- 
tors, including carbon monoxide, strangulation, and drowning. In Kirkham et al's [63] for- 
midable paper "decomposition in a moist environment" was seen as a frequent feature of 
possible causative influence. Kirkham et al [63] question whether strangulation can result in 
hemorrhage into the dentinal vessels sufficient to cause the teeth to become pink. It is con- 
cluded that "it is not sufficiently clear that strangulation or hanging can cause hemorrhage 
into the pulp of sufficient proportions to cause the teeth to become pink in a short time" 
[63]. Climatological conditions, such as freezing, were observed to "predispose" to pink 
teeth. These studies, in sum, although not totally discounting strangulation as a crucial fac- 
tor in the postmortem pink teeth phenomenon, miuimize its overall importance. Then along 
came Leamon Jordan 164]. 

Leamon Jordan was convicted of murder, felony murder, and kidnapping in the death of 
17-year-old Kathleen Jennings in Will County, IL and sentenced to concurrent 14- to 60-year 
terms. The circumstances of the crime and its aftermath made it, in the language of the 
Illinois trial court, an "absolutely gross example of one person's inhumanity to another per- 
son." From the viewpoint of forensic science, the case was extremely unusual for it involved 
the testimony of forensic odontologists concerning the cause of death, determined from the 
pink color of the victim's teeth. 

Although the victim disappeared in December 1979, the various parts of her dismembered 
body were not discovered until late February 1980. Her head was found in a dog house in 
March 1980. Not until about one year later was the defendant, Jordan, arrested for the 
crimes. 

In the interim, various scientific analyses were performed on the victim's remains, includ- 
ing her clothing. Toxicological studies were conducted and forensic odontologists either 
viewed her teeth or color photographs of her teeth. The coroner released the remains to the 
victim's father who then had them cremated. 

Jordan's involvement in the murder of Ms. Jennings was proved by his two extrajudicial 
confessions which were corroborated by scientific and other evidence. Apparently Jordan's 
first confession resulted from his response to a $50 000 reward posted by the victim's father. 
This confession, described as a "story or fable" by the defendant, involved a role-playing 
recital in which police officers were given the fictitious identity of Jordan's two accomplices. 
According to this recital, Ms. Jeunings had been suspected of stealing an ounce of cocaine 
from one Siciliano. Siciliano, in retaliation, tricked Ms. Jennings into leaving a bar and 
forced her into his automobile. 

The victim was taken to a house (or trailer) where Siciliano choked her until she showed no 
vital signs. Thereafter, still in the presence of Jordan, Siciliano asked who would kill her? 
Cartalino, the third party in the group, then came to the fore and stabbed Ms. Jennings in 
the abdomen, using Jordan's knife. The disposal of the body through dismemberment was 
seemingly arranged through the interposition of Siciliano's father. 

Four forensic odontologists testified at the trial, two for the prosecution and two for the 
defense. The purpose of the state's introduction of such evidence was to corroborate the tale 
told by Jordan in his confessions. The principal points in issue were whether Ms. Jennings 
had been strangled and stabbed as described by Jordan. 

Of the state's dental experts, only Dr. George Morgan had examined the victim's teeth 
before cremation. The other expert, Dr. Lester Luntz, had made his analysis based on color 
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photographs of the teeth, taken after the disarticulated head was discovered. On the basis of 
the pinkish color detected in the victim's teeth and on other scientific tests, these experts 
concluded that Ms. Jennings had indeed been strangled as Jordan had recounted. 

Jordan argued, on appeal, that the dental experts testimony was defective in that: 

( l)  it relied on color photos that lacked a color chart or color patch; 
(2) it was based on an assessment of teeth that had been destroyed by cremation, thereby 

denying Jordan an opportunity to refute it by his own expert's scrutiny of the teeth; 
(3) odontologists, not being medical doctors, cannot properly be allowed to make medical 

determinations, such as that pink teeth signify strangulation as the cause of death; and 
(4) the evidence for the state was insufficient to establish that the cause of the pink teeth 

was strangulation rather than some other factor. 

With respect to the photographs of the teeth, the Illinois Appellate Court admitted that 
there was considerable dispute among the experts over the quality of the photographs to 
illustrate the actual color of the teeth at the time of photographing. Although a color chart or 
a color patch might have been of assistance, particularly since a copy of the Chicago Tribune 
on which the jaw had been placed while being photographed also appeared pink, the appeals 
court deferred to the trial court 's decision that the photographs accurately portrayed the 
color of the teeth. 

The appellate court saw no due process infraction in the failure of the state to preserve the 
victim's jaw and teeth for later examination by the accused. The court found the record 
totally "devoid of any indication that such would have resulted in evidence favorable to de- 
fendant" [64]. 

Concerning the claim that dentists cannot testify on matters of a physiological nature that 
are more appropriately within the ken of medical doctors, the court asked, rhetorically, can 
a dentist then not testify to the existence of an abscess? Indeed the court noted, briefly, that 
the theory of dentists' determining the cause of death from the pinkish color of teeth must 
be, at least implicitly, generally accepted within the community of such experts since none of 
the dental experts who testified at trial, either for the defense or the prosecution, disagreed 
with that view "in theory." 

Finally, the possibility that some cause other than strangualtion might account for the 
pink teeth of Ms. Jennings was considered. Eleven competing alternative theories were 
stated and discounted as not being sufficiently based on the scientific evidence or as having 
been expressly excluded by it. They were: carbon monoxide; cyanide poisoning; a direct blow 
to the head: drug use or abuse: climatological causes, such as rapid heat decomposition or 
rapid freezing of the body; drowning: and extrinsic staining by tetrocycline or internal ab- 
sorption (or resorption) through cellular destruction. 

All the other evidence having beea considered and all the other claimed errors having been 
found meritless, the conviction and sentences were in all respects affirmed [64]. 

If scientific conclusions can derive from legal decisions, this case would leave the trot, bling 
impression that the pinkish color in Ms. Jennings' teeth, discovered in the dead of a central 
Illinois winter, was occasioned by her being strangled, as Jordan had confessed she had 
been. Yet, in the present state of the art on this recondite phenomenon, such a finding could, 
most generously, only be construed to be a flight of scientific fancy propelled by a judicial 
decision. 

The End o/ the Quest 

Science has its limits and, occasionally, it is a foredoomed quest that seeks to exceed those 
bounds. The forensic pathologist who stated that the knife wounds found on the victiln's 
body were inflicted by a woman [05] just did not have the scientific backing for this assertion 
so as to save a murder conviction resulting from his testimony from reversal on appeal. But 
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the Georgia Supreme Court discerned no error in the testimony of the state's fingerprint 
expert that he found no fingerprints in a house because the 26.7~ (80~ temperature 
"dried out in a matter of hours the moisture required to hold prints" [66]. Not all courts are 
perspicacious enough to see the scientific f lummery flaunted in its presence. 

These are only a few of the fables of forensic science that are being acted and reenacted on 
a regular basis in the courts. Some day we may expect to find, with Thomas Harris [67], that 
fingerprints may be lifted from one's eyeballs or, with Inspector McGarr [68], that finger- 
prints may be sex-typed or, with Sherlock Holmes 169], that a document can be detected to 
have been written on a commuter railway, but at present these are unattainable goals for 
forensic science. The courts stand as a giant in the way of forensic science's steady progress 
in quarrying new scientific achievements when exacting scientific standards to guarantee the 
accuracy and reliability of scientific results are left vacuously at the courthouse door. The 
courts must bear the brunt of the responsibility for these deviations from scientific truth, 
which is, after all, the ultimate quest both in law and in forensic science. 

Lady Prunella Prudence and the Conviction of the Innocent 

That the innocent are sometimes convicted is a most alarming fact of life in the operation 
of the criminal justice system. For the incredulous, this tragic state of affairs has been docu- 
mented in book-length collections, such as Convicting the bmocent [70] and Not Guilty 
[ 71], books that should be mandatory reading for all persons involved in the very competitive 
enterprise of criminal law enforcement. The names of certain innocent persons, victimized 
by fatal flaws in the criminal jnstice machinery, are etched forever in the public's conscious- 
ness. James Whitmore, unjustly convicted for the Hoffert and Wylie murders, is one of those 
foul weather cases that betokened the dire need for radical criminal law reform. But there 
are others of less notoriety that have not been so widely disseminated but which, being of 
particular concern to expert witnesses, deserve the thoughtful appraisal of all fair-minded 
persons in regular contact with the forensic sciences. Such a case was that of Francis P. 
Hemauer. 

Some of the deficiencies in the criminal law applications of forensic science, being of hu- 
man and not scientific origin, are readily detectable and equally readily remediable. To learn 
that Lloyd Prevost was, in 1920, wrongly convicted of murder, in large part upon the testi- 
mony of a firearms expert who had manually forced, not fired, through a revolver the test 
bullets he compared with the evidence bullets is simply to be informed that forensic science's 
growing pains have sometimes been inflicted on innocent persons [70, p. 201]. 

Or to hear that in 1891 three responsible medical doctors provided the necessary link erro- 
neously establishing the guilt of Ameer Ben Ali (nicknamed Frenchy) for murder upon their 
affirming that the stain on French's socks constituted "intestinal contents of food elements, 
all in the same degree of digestion--all  exactly identical" to that in the intestines of the 
deceased victim is but to realize that the practitioners of forensic science sometimes have 
greater faith in their "scientific" findings than is justly deserved I70, p.201]. The case of 
Francis P. Hemaner lacked the glaring overindulgence in "scientific" learning which precip- 
itated the unjust convictions of Lloyd Prevost and Ameer Ben All, but its not being a lime- 
light case should not detract from the desirability of exploring its failures [72]. 

On 4 June 1974 Francis P. Hemauer 's  lot must have appeared bleak and even totally for- 
Iorn. On that date Hemauer 's  convictions for the abduction, rape, and attempted murder  of 
a IS-year old Milwaukee girl were affirmed by the Wisconsin Supreme Court. His sentence 
to a 60-year jail term then seemed fixed and immutable.  

But Hemauer. his friends, relatives, and some lawyers never relinquished their faith in his 
innocence. Then, on 8 April 1981, almost nine years after his conviction, Hemauer  was freed 
by a Milwaukee, WI Circuit Court judge who acted on the joint motions of both the prosecu- 
tion and the defense. The simple fact of the matter was that Hemauer was innocent of the 
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charges for which he had  been convicted and  the irrefutable evidence of tha t  fact was at long 
last forthcoming.  Retesting of the seminal  stains detected on the panties and the jeans of he 
victim had now been conducted for the purpose of blood typing them.  The stains were found 
to by type B; the victim was type O and Hemauer  was nei ther  of those, bu t  type A. Absorp- 
tion inhibit ion saved the day. But  how did Hemauer  ever get to the desperate plight tha t  had 
beset him? 

The tale seemingly began on Saturday afternoon.  12 Oct. 1968 when a 15-year-old girl, 
called B. L. S. by the Wisconsin Supreme Court,  was asked to assist a man with apparen t  car 
trouble who was parked  in a Milwaukee shopping center.  B. L. S, naively entered the 
man ' s  car and  a t tempted  to start  the motor while the man worked with the engine. Shortly, 
the man closed the car 's  hood, entered the car, forced B. L. S. to the floor on the passenger 's  
side of the front  seat and  drove for 10 to 15 rain to another  location where they exited the car. 
The man compelled B. L. S. to accompany him to a remote,  wooded location where he forced 
her to remove her panties and  pants  and then he raped her. Thereafter ,  he s tabbed B. L. S. 
20 to 30 t imes in her upper  back and  another  15 to 17 times in her upper  chest. Not satisfied 
she was dead,  her assai lant  a t tempted  to suffocate B. L. S., but  she feigned dea th  and  he 
left. Immediately B. L. S. went for aid and,  miraculously, survived the ferocious at tack.  

Not until  almost three years later was Hemauer  implicated as a possible suspect. Some- 
t ime in 1971. another  15-year-old girl, Terre  Lee Erdman  by name,  was s tabbed to death 
after being sexually assaulted in Milwaukee. Hemauer  was questioned, photographed,  and 
released. In view of the similarity of the two crimes, B. L. S. was shown the photograph of 
Hemauer  which the police had  obta ined during the investigation of the E rdman  killing. 
Hemauer ' s  photo was one of a group of four displayed to B. L. S. Even though the victim 
thought  the photo of Hemauer  could have been that  of her at tacker ,  she did not then posi- 
tively identify Hemauer .  

A lineup was conducted,  in which the then 48-year-old defendent  was grouped with three 
police officers, aged 30, 32. and 33, respectively. Only after Hemauer  was required to put  on 
dark r immed glasses and  was viewed alone by the victim in a hall did she positively identify 
him as her at tacker .  The Wisconsin Supreme Court,  after viewing color photos of this 
lineup, termed it "no t  unnecessarily suggestive" as well as "const i tut ional ly ant isept ic"  [73]. 

The victim's pinpoint ing Hemauer  as the wrongdoer would have sufficed for a conviction 
without fur ther  evidence. But there was more. much more. Hemauer  was interrogated by the 
police and made most damningly  incr iminat ing statements,  such as (I) " 'probably raped 
B. L. S. but  cannot  r emember . "  Hemauer  later sought to explain this s ta tement  as having 
referred to the memory lapses he suffered when he drank  heavily. 

In addit ion,  B. L. S. identified Hemauer ' s  car at a lot where some 230 cars had  been 
impounded from the Milwaukee city streets. Her recognition of the car was based upon dis- 
tinctive exterior and interior features of it. Fur ther .  a third person, after first misidentifying 
Hemauer  at a lineup (because of her fear of him, as she said) later picked him out  as the man 
with the pretended car t rouble in the shopping center on the date of B. L. S. 's abduct ion.  
This witness had  observed B. L. S. 's  good samar i tan ism as she wheeled her child across the 
parking lot of the shopping center.  She, like B. L. S.. also selected Hemauer ' s  car from the 
230 in the impounded car lot as the car she had  seen in the shopping center park ing  lot. 

Against this seeming mounta in  of evidence of Iris guilt, what  could Hemauer  say in his own 
behalf? He presented an alibi ( that  least credible of all defenses) to the effect tha t  he was 
duck hunt ing  with a fr iend early on Saturday, 12 Oct. 1968 and tha t  later, in the afternoon.  
he left town for Fond do Lac, WI. Two persons, tenants  of an apa r tmen t  house managed  by 
Hemauer,  testified to having seen him driving in Fond du Lac at the t imes he said he was 
there. Hemauer ' s  former wife said the 1960 Mercury identified by B. L. S. and the other 
witness was, in reality, in Stockbridge, WI on the date of the crime. Hemauer  claimed to be 
driving a 1967 Pontiac on tha t  date. which assertion alibi witnesses verified. Further .  He- 
mauer  had led a life unblemished by a criminal  record. 

In this state of the evidence and  without  the blood typing which was later accomplished,  
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the Wisconsin high court found the disputes in the evidence created a factual question that 
had "properly (been) determined by the jury."  

Almost nine years later and after the expense of some $12 000 in personal costs, paid from 
his and his family's funds, Hemauer 's  innocence has been conclusively established. But what 
went awry? It was a concatenation of accidents, coincidences, and omissions which con- 
spired to convict an innocent man. The F.B.I.  in 1968 had tested B. L. S.'s clothing and 
found seminal stains, but they did not go further to blood group it. 

The explanation for this omission lies in an understanding of F.B.I. laboratory practices 
,in 1968. Apparently, the F.B.I.  would test physical evidence according to the nature of the 
request received from the local law enforcement agency that had submitted the evidence. If, 
as one can fairly hypothesize occurred in the submission concerning B. L. S.'s panties and 
jeans, a specific request is made for a determination of the existence of seminal stains, then 
the analysis would be limited to that evaluation and would not go beyond it to, say, blood 
group the stain, once found to be seminal in nature. The advantages of this self-imposed 
administrative policy in 1968 which put a lid on imaginative laboratory energies and put a 
premium on the scientific savoir faire of local law enforcement personnel, might well be 
debated, but it is clear that its existence was one of many accidental circumstances that 
pyramided Hemauer into jail. And it is equally clear that that straight jacketing policy no 
longer controls in the serology branch of the F. B. 1. laboratory [74]. 

Of course, no one could be faulted for neglecting to blood group the seminal stain on 
B. L. S.'s panties and jeans if no testing method existed for that purpose in 1968. Yet among 
the vast literature in forensic serology that was readily available in 1968. much material was 
devoted to a discussion of the application of absorption inhibition to the blood typing of 
nonblood bodily fluids, such as seminal stains. Indeed, as early as 1926, Landsteiner, yes the 
same Landsteiner who first developed the ABO blood grouping system, and Levine had 
penned an article directly on point entitled "Group Specific Substances in Spermatazoa" 
[75]. The abundant  scholarly literature in 1968 attests to the existence of absorption inhibi- 
tion as a reliable and well-recognized means of blood typing seminal stains [761. The same 
can be said of the state of the art in 1972 when Hemauer came to trial. 

Whether the defense at the 1972 trial sought to minimize the impact of the F.B.I . ' s  finding 
of seminal stains, by noting the failure of the prosecution to more specifically pinpoint its 
donor by blood typing, is not known. Clearly, any properly briefed and responsible defense 
attorney should have done so. Such a defense obligation exists even if absorption inhibition 
testing had not yet met the measure of judicial acceptability in 1972. Later judicial decisions 
have found no evidentiary impediment to the admissibility of blood grouping of nonblood 
stains through absorption inhibition, even in those more questionable situations of mixed 
vaginal and seminal stains [771. 

It was Hemauer 's  good fortune that the victim's stained jeans and panties were preserved 
in a "police locker" free from the possibility of bacterial contamination, in view of the dry 
atmosphere and controlled temperature of the place, for an eight-year period, which nmst 
seem excessive to most investigating agencies. Reanalysis was Hemauer 's  key to the jailhouse 
door. 

Release from prison gave Hemauer,  as he said, the opportunity to touch a tree which he 
had not been privileged to do for so many years. It also provided him with the motivation to 
sue his former attorneys for five million dollars in damages for their purported malpractice 
in representing him. On 10 Sept. 1983. the Milwaukee newspapers reported that the mal- 
practice insurers for the attorney defendants had agreed to settle Hemauer 's  claim out of 
court for one-half million dollars. Now Hemauer had more than a tree to touch. 

The Hemauer case reveals chinks in the armor of nearly every functionary in the criminal 
justice process. Police, prosecution, defense attorney and the crime laboratory are all. to 
some extent, implicated in this miscarriage of justice. From the perspective of the expert 
witness, what is to be done to thwart a recurrence of such an injustice? In a word. inter- 
action. 
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The expert witness must  communica te  to the prosecution and to the police, whichever may 
be the agency tha t  forwards physical evidence to the crime laboratory for analysis, the capa- 
bilities of the laboratory in the testing of the evidence submit ted.  Needless to say. no recom- 
mendat ion is tendered to create a cadre of police para-experts,  a l though serious thought  
might  be given in tha t  direction. 

And police investigative agencies must  keep the laboratory informed of their  needs which 
are essential to a complete and  impart ial  investigation of a crime. Admittedly,  this last cau- 
tion broaches issues of wide and ultra sensitivity, particularly with respect to the expert wit- 
ness's practicing in an a tmosphere  of objectivity where the chips must  be allowed to fall 
where they may, regardless of police d i senchan tmen t  with the results. 

The onus to protect the Hemauers  of our society is in the first instance on the police and 
prosecution and those allied to them, such as the expert  witness when in the crime labora- 
tory. The defense attorney is most often only a gadfly, albeit a vital one, in keeping the 
balance true. It is unfor tunate  when the die of injustice is cast before trial leaving to the trial 
advocacy of the defense at torney the necessity to ferret  the t ruth  out of a calamitous situation 
provoked by a failure to ask specifically for a cure for lameness ra ther  than numbness .  

The Passe Par'tout 

King Guppa -Nemmer  prefigures the law which is like an empty tent  whose magnificence 
waits upon its being outfit ted by those who serve it well. The wizards, like the expeert wit- 
nesses they represent ,  came to serve the King in his hour of trial. Tha t  they gave no more 
than minimal relief is a sad reflection on the way the law has responded to the overtures of 
expert witnesses as well as on the failure of some expert  witnesses whose frailties have lamed 
them as much as the King's  affliction had crippled him. 

The King's lameness,  of course, signals the state of conflict which is the lot of the law and 
which it is destined to confront  in its courts and beyond. But this lameness might also spring 
from the law's infrequent  exposure to a besotted expert witness. The descriptions of the 
wizards and their  titles and credentials  are in tended as gentle r ibbing,  through obvious hy- 
perbole, of the t rappings  and posturings of some expert  witnesses with whom the courts are 
far from adorned.  

The King's greedy acquiescence in the wizards'  purpor ted  cures signifies the law's faith in 
the magic of expert witnesses. Tha t  this faith may, on occasion, be blind or misguided is not 
to suggest tha t  it be discarded. Rather  the King must  rule by reason, not by the pathos which 
his affliction bears down upon him. 

Assuming there is no panacea  for a necromancer ' s  follies, which assumption is not mis- 
placed in the case of some expert  witnesses, is there  at the very least a palliative? Suggestions 
on that  order have been insinuated throughout  the legend and the lore of this paper.  Sweep- 
ing and drastic remedies are not propounded.  Blading is definitely out as is the need to 
capture the Quest ing Beast or even to immobilize Galapas,  the giant  who protects his lair. 
All-encompassing remedies can cut out  any th ing- -even  the lifeblood of the expert witness 
with the cut. Tha t  is not part  of the King's  prescription for good health.  

In the wave of time, King G uppa - N em m er  is confident  that  a cure will be for thcoming for 

The blood is strong; the heart  is intact  
And we in deeds must  uphold that  fact. 
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